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TEACH

DAY
1

ACTIVITY 1: Vocabulary of prime 
and composite numbers

 � Write these defi nitions on two separate posters before the lesson:

• A prime number is a whole number greater than 1, whose only two 
whole-number factors are 1 and itself.

• A composite number is any positive number that is not prime.
 � At the start of the lesson, introduce and defi ne the term ‘prime number’.

 � Ask each child to take seven cubes. Can you fi nd any other way of dividing 
the cubes equally other than one and seven?

 � Explain that one and seven are prime factors of seven. Seven is a prime 
number and one and seven are its only whole-number factors.

 � Defi ne a composite number. Is six a prime number or a composite number? 
What are the factors of six? Use the cubes to help. (It is a composite number 
with the factors one, six, two, three.)

 � Ask a child to draw a number from the bag. Is it a prime or a composite? 
Write the number on the correct poster. Add drawings or notes that show 
why it is that type of number.

 � Can anyone show that seven is a prime number with prime factors of seven 
and one? Invite a child to draw their idea on the poster.

TIP:  The children can decide how to represent the numbers. If a child struggles, 
suggest that they take ideas from other children.

 � Continue until each child has at least two numbers on the posters.

WATCH OUT:  Are the children writing on the correct poster? Re-read the defi nitions 
and use concrete resources such as cubes if a child is not sure what their number is.

ACTIVITY 2: Consolidating prime numbers

 � Lay the number cards 0 to 20 on the table in an arc.

 � Explain that the children will be taking it in turns to hide one of the prime 
numbers on the poster and the rest of the group must identify the number 
and say what its prime factors are.

 � Ask questions as they are playing: How did you know that was the missing 
number? If you are not sure, how could you work it out? How could you 
check you are correct?

TIP:  Remind the children to move the cards up after taking a card so that they don’t 
leave an obvious space.

 � You could decide to introduce a competitive element by putting the children 
into two teams and having two points for a correct answer and one taken 
away for an incorrect answer.

OBJECTIVES

• Solve problems involving 
multiplication and 
division, including scaling 
by simple fractions

• Identify multiples and 
factors, including fi nding 
all factor pairs

• Know and use the 
vocabulary of prime 
numbers, prime factors 
and composite 
(non-prime) numbers

• Establish whether a 
number up to 100 is 
prime and recall prime 
numbers up to 19

• Multiply and divide 
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drawing upon known facts

• Multiply and divide whole 
numbers and those 
involving decimals by 10, 
100 and 1,000
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5.2.c.4,5.2.d.1, 5.2.d.3
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ACTIVITY 1: Understanding factors and multiples

 � Give each pair 12 multi-link cubes. Ask them to fi nd as many factors of 12 
as they can. Let one of the pairs share their answer and use the cubes to 
prove that the numbers are factors of the multiple 12.

 � Explain multiple means a number that can be divided by another.

 � As the children identify the factor pairs, write them on the board: 
1 × 12 = 12 (1, 12)  2 × 6 = 12 (2, 6)  3 × 4 = 12 (3, 4)

TIP:  Draw links between the multiplication facts and factors.

 � Now give the children the example of the multiple 60.

 � Can you think of a multiplication table with 60 in it? Prompt them to think 
of the ten multiplication table, which leads to six, ten. Ask: If 10 is a factor, are 
there factors of 10 that could also be factors of 60? (e.g. fi ve) 60 is even. What 
numbers always go into even numbers? (two) Are there any other even numbers 
that divide into 60? Look at the six, what numbers divide into six? (three, two)

TIP:  The children could write the multiplication tables out or have a multiplication 
square to support them.

 � Make a full list of all the factors of 60 the children can fi nd.

 � Challenge the children to work in pairs to fi nd all the factors of 80. The pairs 
can feed back to the group.

 � As a group, discuss whether you can fi nd any common factors. Explain that 
common factors are numbers that appear on both lists. Which numbers are 
the common factors?

ACTIVITY 2: Consolidating factors 
and multiples

 � Place the loop cards face down on the table with the START card at the top 
of the pack. Each child takes a card.

 � The child with the START card reads out their question. The child with the 
matching answer then reads their question.

 � Encourage the children to look at the answer on their card and decide which 
multiplication table it is part of and which factors it has (e.g. If they have the 
multiple 56, the factors for it could be seven and eight).

TIP: Remind the children to pay close attention to whether they are being asked for a 
multiple or a factor. If children are really struggling, allow them to use a multiplication square.

 � The child who asks the question places their card on the table and takes a new 
card. The child with the answer places their card next to it and takes a new card.

 � This continues in a loop until you reach the END card.
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OBJECTIVES

• Solve problems involving 
multiplication and 
division, including scaling 
by simple fractions

• Identify multiples and 
factors, including fi nding 
all factor pairs
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Photocopy and cut out the cards.

YEAR 5

Worksheet 6

Multiple and factor loop cards

START I have the factor 3. 
Who has my multiple?

I have the multiple 9. 
Who has my factor?

I have the factor 4. 
Who has my multiple?

I have the multiple 15. 
Who has my factor?

I have the factor 6. 
Who has my multiple?

I have the multiple 18. 
Who has my factor?

I have the factor 3. 
Who has my multiple?

I have the multiple 21. 
Who has my factor?

I have the factor 1. 
Who has my multiple?

I have the multiple 15. 
Who has my factor?

I have the factor 6. 
Who has my multiple?

I have the multiple 12. 
Who has my factor?

I have the factor 5. 
Who has my multiple?

I have the multiple 12. 
Who has my factor?

I have the factor 1. 
Who has my multiple?

I have the multiple 10. 
Who has my factor?

I have the factor 2. 
Who has my multiple?

I have the multiple 24. 
Who has my factor?

I have the factor 3. 
Who has my multiple?

I have the multiple 15. 
Who has my factor? END

✂
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DAY
3

TEACH
ACTIVITY 1: Multiplying and dividing by ten, 
100 and 1,000

 � Challenge the children to work out 5 × 10. Now ask them to work out 5 × 100.

 � Write the calculations on a place-value grid on the board. Ask: Can you see 
a pattern in the digits? 

 � Discuss the pattern, using Base 10 apparatus as a support if necessary. Can 
the children say what 5 × 10,000 would be? Ask a volunteer to write the 
answer on the place-value grid.

 � Move on to 24,000 ÷ 1,000. Use the place-value grid to show that the 
answer would be 24.

 � Now ask the children to divide 24,000 by 100 and then 10 using their place-
value grids to get the answers 240 and 2,400.

 � Write 2.4 on the board and ask the children if they can work with a partner 
to multiply 2.4 by 10, 100 and 1,000. Ask each pair to explain their answers 
to another pair.

TIP:  Asking the children to explain to each other means they are more likely to 
listen to the explanation and ask questions if it does not make sense to them.

 � Ask the group if someone can explain what they notice about the position of the 
decimal point when multiplying. Can you predict what will happen when dividing?

 � Finally, ask the children to again work together to divide 43.2 by 10,100 and 
1,000. Did the position of the decimal point change as you had predicted?

ACTIVITY 2: Multiplying mentally and division 
using known facts

 � Give each child a copy of the Treasure Map on Worksheet 7.

 � Explain that, to reach the treasure, the pirates have to solve fi ve problems 
about how many paces to walk.

 � Tell the children that they’ll need to use what they know to answer the 
questions, including their knowledge of place value and multiplication facts.

 � Model how to approach the fi rst clue, which requires the calculation: 
24 × 100. Multiply by 100 by moving each digit two places to the left. Show 
them this on a place-value grid. The number has become 100 times larger.

 � Ask them to tackle the second part of the clue independently: 25 × 20.

 � Model how to approach the second clue. I don’t know 3 × 120 but I do know 
3 × 12 = 36. I can multiply 36 by 10 to give the answer to 3 × 120 = 360.

 � Allow the children to complete the rest of the clues independently.

 � Collect feedback on the strategies that they used. Which clues did you fi nd 
easy? Why was that? Which strategy was the most effi cient? 

OBJECTIVES

• Solve problems involving 
multiplication and division, 
including scaling by simple 
fractions

• Identify multiples and 
factors, including fi nding all 
factor pairs

• Know and use the vocabulary 
of prime numbers, prime 
factors and composite 
(non-prime) numbers

• Establish whether a number 
up to 100 is prime and recall 
prime numbers up to 19

• Multiply and divide numbers 
mentally drawing upon 
known facts

• Multiply and divide whole 
numbers and those involving 
decimals by 10, 100 and 1,000

Rising Stars Progression 

Framework: 5.2.a.3, 
5.2.a.4, 5.2.b.3, 5.2.b.4, 
5.2.c.4,5.2.d.1, 5.2.d.3

RESOURCES

• Activity 1: Place-value grids
• Activity 2: Worksheet 7; 

supporting resources, e.g. 
place-value cards

Sub-strand: Mental maths

Strand: Multiplication and Division
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Worksheet 7

Treasure Island

Landing Place

Castle

Skinking Sands

Quiver Channel

Spyglass Peak 

Lighthouse

No Body’s Cave

Skull Hill

Lonely Palm

Sea Road
Mountain Road

Fisherman Point

Lookout Cliffs

Treasure clues
You are starting at the Landing Place.

Clue 1

To get to the Lonely Palm, walk 24 × 100 
paces East. Then walk South for 25 × 20 
paces. 

Clue 2

To get to No Body’s Cave, walk South-
west for 3 × 120 paces. 

Clue 3

To get to the Sinking Sands, walk East 
1,000 ÷ 20 paces. Then walk South-east 
for 640 ÷ 80 paces. 

Clue 4

To get to the Lighthouse, walk North-
east for 5 × 60 paces. Cross the river 
and walk a further 8.9 paces. 

Clue 5

Well done on getting so far! To get to 
the Treasure, walk West for 40 × 2 × 12 
paces. 
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ACTIVITY 1: Problems involving scaling up

 � Present children with this problem: Mary is making pancakes for herself and 
her two friends. The batter uses three eggs. Three more friends arrive and 
she needs to make more pancake batter. How many eggs will she need?

 � Give the children a minute to discuss the question in pairs. What is the key 
information that you need? (How many children are there initially? How many 
more children arrive?)

 � Draw out that the number of children has doubled so the number of eggs 
must double. Ask the children to complete the doubling calculation.

 � Represent the problem and the solution using a simple diagram, so that the 
children have a visual representation of scaling.

 � Present a new problem: Mary was making pancakes for 12 people. She needed 
12 eggs for her batter. Only two-thirds of the people arrived. How many eggs 
did she need to use to make pancakes for her guests?

 � Ask the children to solve the scaling problem in pairs. If necessary, support 
them with questioning: two-thirds of the guests arrived. How many guests 
were there? (eight) How many eggs are needed per person? (one) How many 
fewer people are there? (four) How many fewer eggs will she need?

 � Ask the children to represent their method with a sketch, similar to the one 
you drew earlier. 

ACTIVITY 2: Problems involving scaling down

 � Give each child a copy of Worksheet 8. Read question 1 together.
 � Ask the children: What is the key information? How could you solve the problem?
 � Ask the children to consider the numbers 60 and 30 and what relationships 
they can fi nd between them. Here you are looking for the children to identify 
30 as half of 60 or 60 as double 30.

 � Demonstrate this using a visual representation.
 � Once the children understand the relationship, they can quickly see that the 
recipe gives double the amounts that Miss Jones needs for only 30 children.

 � Ask the children to solve the problem by working out the amounts that Miss 
Jones needs for 30 people. (300 g plain fl our, 3 pinches of salt, fi ve large 
eggs, 500 ml milk, 300 ml water)

 � Model an explanation for the children: Each ingredient in the recipe has been 
scaled down by one half.

 � Then ask the children to complete questions 2 and 3 on Worksheet 8 
independently.

 � Collect feedback at the end of the session. By what fraction was the recipe 
reduced each time?

OBJECTIVES

• Solve problems involving 
multiplication and division, 
including scaling by simple 
fractions 

• Identify multiples and 
factors, including fi nding all 
factor pairs

• Know and use the vocabulary 
of prime numbers, prime 
factors and composite 
(non-prime) numbers

• Establish whether a number 
up to 100 is prime and recall 
prime numbers up to 19

• Multiply and divide numbers 
mentally drawing upon 
known facts

• Multiply and divide whole 
numbers and those involving 
decimals by 10, 100 and 1,000

Rising Stars Progression 

Framework: 5.2.a.3, 
5.2.a.4, 5.2.b.3, 5.2.b.4, 
5.2.c.4, 5.2.d.1, 5.2.d.3

RESOURCES

• Activity 2: Worksheet 8; 
supporting resources, such 
as place-value cards

Sub-strand: Mental maths

Strand: Multiplication and Division
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Worksheet 8

Recipes
1. Recipe for pancakes for 60 people

600 g plain fl our
6 pinches of salt
10 large eggs
1,000 ml milk
600 ml water

 Miss Jones wants to make pancakes for her class of 30 children.

 What quantity of each ingredient does Miss Jones need to make pancakes for 
30 children? 

2. Recipe for 12 Whole Oat Crunchie Biscuits
50 g whole jumbo oats
60 g porridge oats
80 g demerara sugar
110 g margarine or butter

 Mirjana wants to make 6 biscuits as a get-well gift.

 What quantity of each ingredient does Mirjana need to make 6 biscuits? 

3. Recipe for 36 Lemon Curd Butterfly Cakes
600 g self-raising fl our
330 g butter or margarine
330 g sugar
6 large eggs
3 desertspoons of lemon juice
Grated rind of 3 lemons
1 jar of lemon curd

 Aran has borrowed this recipe but he only wants to make 12 cakes.

 What quantity of each ingredient does Aran need to make 12 cakes?
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DAY
5

ASSESSMENT ACTIVITY

 � The purpose of the assessment is to check what each child can do 
independently, carefully noting down any diffi culties and misconceptions. 
The adult will need to watch carefully what the children do, any strategies 
used and confi dence levels. 

 � Give each child a copy of Worksheet 9.

 � Explain that questions 1 and 2 are asking them to identify factors of a given 
multiple.

WATCH OUT:  If a child is unsure of their tables, give them multiplication squares 
for support.

 � Questions 3 and 4 ask the children to identify prime numbers.

 � Question 5 involves multiplying and dividing mentally.

TIP:  Remind the children to read the questions carefully.

 � Finish the session by going through the answers as a group.

EVIDENCING SUCCESS

Meeting expectations:

 � The child can identify multiples and factors, including fi nding all factor pairs.

 � The child can explain that a prime number such as 11 has only two factors 
and that a composite number such as 12 has prime factors that are 2 and 3. 

 � The child can test whether a number up to 100 is prime by checking its 
divisibility and can recall prime numbers up to 19.

 � The child can multiply and divide numbers mentally, selecting from several 
strategies.

 � The child can solve problems such as: ‘Two rulers cost 60p. How much do fi ve 
rulers cost?’

OBJECTIVES

• Solve problems involving 
multiplication and 
division, including scaling 
by simple fractions

• Identify multiples and 
factors, including fi nding 
all factor pairs

• Know and use the 
vocabulary of prime 
numbers, prime factors 
and composite 
(non-prime) numbers

• Establish whether a 
number up to 100 is 
prime and recall prime 
numbers up to 19

• Multiply and divide 
numbers mentally 
drawing upon known facts

• Multiply and divide whole 
numbers and those 
involving decimals by 10, 
100 and 1,000

Rising Stars Progression 

Framework: 5.2.a.3, 
5.2.a.4, 5.2.b.3, 5.2.b.4, 
5.2.c.4,5.2.d.1, 5.2.d.3

RESOURCES

• Worksheet 9; 
multiplication squares

Sub-strand: Mental maths

Strand: Multiplication and Division
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Worksheet 9

Factors, prime numbers and powers of 10
1. Put a ring around the factors of 16.

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

 14 15 16

2. Put a ring around the factors of 20.

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

3. Put a ring around all the prime numbers between 1 and 20.

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

4. Put a ring around the prime numbers.

 64 79 81 99 67 97

5. Work out the answers to these questions.

a) 50 × 1,000 = 

b) 4.7 × 100 = 

c) 36 × 10 = 

d) 4,000 ÷ 10 = 

e) 24.7 ÷ 10 = 

f) 78 × 100 = 

g) 730 ÷ 10 = 




